
Subdivision Plats Recorded in Plat Book A page 1 
Recorded August 1857 to Plat Book I page 315 

Recorded December 1953, inclusive. 
 
This is the plat book index for the large red plat books labeled "A" to "I". In some cases a subdivision 
may not be listed in the alphabetical index or it may be illegible, in that case, try the following section 
titled "Original Index". If a subdivision is listed with an alpha higher than "I", the plat can be found in 
the rolled file cabinets. The rolled file cabinet index is labeled “Alphabetical Listing of Subdivision Plats”. 
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Room 325 Civic Center Complex 
1 NW ML King Jr. Blvd. 
Evansville, IN 47708-1833 
Phone: 812-435-5210 
 
This index is also available at: www.VanderburghSurveyor.com 
 

Alphabetical Listing of Subdivision Plats 
In Red Plat Books 



LFREEMAN
This is the alphabetical plat book index for the large red plat books labeled "A" to "I". In some cases a subdivision may not be listed in the alphabetical index or it may be illegible, in that case, try the following section titled "Original Index". If a subdivision is listed with an alpha higher than "I", the plat can be found in the rolled file cabinets. The rolled file cabinet index is labeled "Alphabetical Listing of Subdivision Plats".Bill Jeffers, Vanderburgh County SurveyorRoom 325 Civic Center Complex1 NW ML King Jr. Blvd.Evansville, IN 47708-1833Phone: 812-435-5210This index is also available at: www.VanderburghSurveyor.com







































































LFREEMAN
This is the 'original' plat book index for the large red plat books labeled "A" to "I". This is the index that lists the subdivisions as they were recorded chronologically within the respective letter of the alphabet.For example: Morning Side       G-118Miller Terrace      G-142Messmer's Add.  G-153Mt. Carmel Cem. G-132The subdivisions are only grouped within the first letter of the name of the subdivision and listed in the order received for recording.


























































































































